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Abstract
Possibility of development of processes of selforganization in the semiconductors of type AIIIBV grown up by
Chohralsky method in which there are no single vacancies because all of them are combined in complexes of
type shallow donor + vacancy has been shown. At small homogeneous heating of such samples these complexes
break up and periodic distribution of vacancies along the sample appearances. Thus, internal isotype potential
barriers are formed. Because of division of created by action of temperature the non-equilibrium carriers by these
barriers synergetic current and (or) voltage generate. These theoretical ideas are confirmed by experiments on
gallium arsenide doped by tellurium and gallium arsenide doped by tin.
Keywords: semiconductors with deep impurities, periodical distribution of vacancies, synergetic current and
voltage
1. Introduction
Synergetic as independent part of science was shaped in the middle of XX century and as it is will be known
from the beginning involved different fields of human knowledge-biology (Turing, 1952), chemistry
(Zhabatinskiy, 1974) and at last physics. Due to Prigozhin's works (Glansdorff & Prigogine, 1971; Nicolis &
Prigogine, 1977) thermodynamic fundamentals of development of processes of self-organization in any open
system have been formulated. At present there are many papers and even monographers devoted synergetic
processes in semiconductor (Haken, 1978; Scholl, 1987). However there is a special field of physics of
semiconductors - physics of semiconductors with deep impurities where these phenomena are researched not
enough.
In (Leiderman & Karageorgy-Alkalaev, 1987; Karageorgy-Alkalaev & Leiderman, 1987; Leiderman, 2004, 2008)
it has been shown theoretically that for development of processes of self-organization in semiconductors with
deep impurities it is not enough simple change of recombination rate of non-equilibrium carriers. For that it is
necessary to change of numbers of effectively working recombination centers. When their number begins to
decrease with the increase of excitation’s level inhibition of recombination begins and as a result periodic
distribution (not simple spatial one) of concentration of non-equilibrium carriers is formed. It is accompanied by
appearance of internal electric field and corresponding potential barriers. At the homogeneous photoexcitation
division of free carriers by these barriers causes generation of synergetic current and (or) voltage. The purpose of
the given paper is to show the possibility of development synergetic processes in semiconductors of type AIIIBV.
2. Theoretical Discussion of Possibility of Appearance of Periodic Distribution of Vacancies on the
Conditions of Temperature Excitation
So to have begun synergetic processes it is necessary appearance of periodic distribution of metastable
recombination complexes and as consequence of periodic distribution of non-equilibrium carriers. Apparently
the similar situation exists in the materials of type AIIIBV where possibility of appearance of such periodic
distribution is put already in process of their growth by Chohralsky method.
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Now it is well-known that in n-type semiconductors AIIIBV grown by Chohralsky method there are practically no
free vacancies (see for example Hwang, 1969; Bulyarskiy & Fistul, 1997). It is caused by that cationic vacancy
in compounds AIIIBV is rather mobile and being itself as a matter of fact an acceptor is easily related under the
influence of a Coulomb interaction to the shallow donor, forming a neutral donor-acceptor complex. In particular
in the n-type gallium arsenide doped by tellurium it will be a complex of type vacancy of gallium + donor atom
of tellurium. In the case when in the material concentration of shallow donors is more than vacancies’
concentration free vacancies will not be. Really it completely proves by researches of paramagnetic resonance as
signal EPR which can be related to vacancies, is observed only in p-type GaAs (Williams, 1968). In the given
paper attempt of research of processes appearing in such semiconductors under the influence of temperature is
made.
Let’s write down the equation describing dynamics of change of vacancies’ concentrations in such
semiconductor under the influence of temperature:
V
 2V
 DV
 V ( Q )  U V  K 2 ( Q ) N DV  K 1 ( Q ) N DV .
t
x 2

(1)

Here the first term on the right part describes diffusion of vacancies (DV - diffusion constant of vacancies), V(Q)
- concentration of the free vacancies which are appeared in unit of time in unit of volume under the influence of
temperature, Uv≈V/τv - recombination rate of vacancies, τv - lifetime of the free vacancies, NDV - concentration of
complexes of type shallow donor + vacancy. Term K2(Q)(NDV) describes process of decay of these complexes
under the influence of temperature, and term K1(Q)(NDV) describes formation of new complexes when formed
again vacancies united due to Coulomb interaction with the free shallow donors. It is clearly that NDV~V as each
such complex contains one shallow donor and one vacancy.
If to suppose that concentration of formed again vacancies is very small first two terms in the Equation (1) can
be neglected and considering direct proportional dependence between concentration of complexes NDV and

vacancies’ concentration V on stationary conditions  V  0  it is possible definitively to write down:
 t

DV

 2V
x 2

V



 K 2 (Q)V  K1 (Q)V  0.

(2)

If in the Equation (2) second term corresponding to decay of complexes of type shallow donor + vacancy under
the influence of thermal energy is less than the third term describing appearance of such complexes as a result of
Coulomb interaction it will be as:
DV

 2V
x 2

V

 K1 (Q)V  0.

(3)

The solution of this equation on any boundary conditions will have exponential character and we will obtain the
monotonous distribution of vacancies.
But if decay of the complexes occurs more intensively than their formation, i.e. K2(Q)> K1(Q), Equation (2) can
be rewritten down as:
DV

 2V
x 2

V

 K 2 (Q)V  0,

(4)

i.e. distribution of vacancies in the researched material is described by the equation of harmonious oscillators. Its
solution looks like:
V  C1 cos(  x)  C 2 sin(  x),

(5)

where С1 and С2 - the integration constants determined by the boundary conditions. In particular they can be
such: V  V (0) at x=0; V  V (d ) at x=d or V  V (0), dV  x 0 at x=0.
dx

The frequency of resulting distribution is described by the expression:
2 
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i.e. it depends immediately on intensity of thermal action. Since the coefficient of decay of complexes K2(Q) will
increase at increasing temperature frequency of vacancies’ distribution will also increase.
The obtained solution has periodic character. It can be also written down as:
V  A sin(x   ),

where amplitude

A  C12  C22

and phase

tg  

(7)

C2
.
C1

Expression (7) can be also rewritten as:
V  V0  V * sin(  x) ,

(8)

where V0 - the average concentration of vacancies, V* - the amplitude of their change.
The periodic nature of the obtained spatial distribution clearly indicates the beginning of the processes of
selforganization in the considered system.
From expression (8) it is clearly seen that character of appearing spatial distribution of vacancies’ concentration
depends on the frequency and the length of the sample. For example if   d  1 , sin   x    x and
V  V0  V *  x ; as V *  V0 , V  V0 , i.e. distribution of vacancies’ concentration practically homogenous. But if
ω·d=π/2; π; 3π/2; 2π, depending on the relation between frequency and length of the sample distributions look
like shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Approximated distribution of vacancy concentration along the sample, according to the Equation (8);
The curve 1 -ω·d = π/2, the curve 2 -ω·d = 3π/2, the curve 3 -ω·d = 5π/2

Figure 2. Approximated change of distribution of vacancy concentration at increase of temperature for the curve
2 of Figure 1
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It is known that specific heat capacity of gallium arsenide с=339 j/(kg·К). It is possible to estimate thermal
energy falling to one atom of gallium arsenide under the formula:
Q cmTN A cTN A


mM
N
M

,

(9)

where N-total number of gallium arsenide atoms, M-the molar mass of gallium arsenide, NA-Avogadro constant.
Calculation shows that the energy falling to one atom at heating 1 °С is equal 5.1×10-4 eV. At heating 100 °C it
will be already 5.1×10-2 eV, and at 150 °C it is 7.6×10-2 eV.
Thermal energy falling 1 cm 3 is equal

Q
eV
 c T  1.14  1013 3
V
cm

. We divide that on width of forbidden gap Eg =

1.41eV and we obtain quantity of carriers which can be generated in conduction band from 1 cm3 at heating 1 °С:
n=8.14×1012 cm-3. At heating 100°С this quantity increases to n=8.14×1014 cm-3. It is necessary to note that the
given calculation is rather approximated since it does not take into account thermal energy’s losses on
oscillations of the lattice and supposed that all thermal energy is spent on transmission of appearing free carriers
in conduction band.
Really the mechanism of such processes is following: heating creates phonons which sum with very small
probability in the necessary quantity of the phonons operating simultaneously on an electron in valence band. If
the energy of all these phonons is enough for transmission (i.e. it is equal or more than Eg) the electron transfers
in conduction band. These typically non-linear optical processes are very improbable. Naturally the more the
temperature the more electrons in conduction band will be. This electron’s concentration (initial one) is
determining by the known expression (see for example Anselm, 1978):
n

(2 mn m p kT )
4 3 3

3

2

e



EG
2 kT

,

(10)

where mn,mp - effective masses of electrons and holes, Eg-forbidden gap width. Then it is easy to estimate that
concentration of free carriers at heating 1 °С changes to n  105 cm 3 and at heating 100 °С changes to
n  109 cm 3 . Apparently the discrepancy in concentration estimates makes five orders. But it is no wonder as in
our initiating estimate it was supposed that all thermal energy is spent for making of the free carriers in
conduction band.
Certainly energy of the order 0.1 eV is insignificant and it can be insufficient for decay of complexes. However
it is necessary to note that at heating even 1 °С process of excitation of the free carriers takes place; it inevitably
causes their partial recombination and only then the new equilibrium state becomes. Thus in each act of
recombination the energy equal approximately to half of width of forbidden gap is emitted and this energy can
be enough for decay of the complexes, i.e. recombination - stimulated processes of changes of impurities and
defects will take place. For the first time these processes were predicted for gallium arsenide by Gold and
Kimerling (Gold & Weinberg, 1964; Kimerling, 1978) and then they were researched for the recombination in
semiconductors with the deep impurities (Leiderman & Karageorgy-Alkalaev, 1987; Karageorgy-Alkalaev &
Leiderman, 1987). In this case coefficient K2 will be function not only thermal energy but also injection level
and then frequency of the spatial distribution of vacancies becomes function of injection’s level as the result of
recombination - stimulated processes.
Presence of periodic distribution of vacancies unequivocally testifies to appearance of internal electric field of
Dember type:
ED  

kT b  1 dp

 ( )  p 1 ,
q b  1 dx

where k - Boltzmann constant, q - the elemental charge, b   n


(11)
- the relation of mobility of electrons and

p

that of holes, p - concentration of the free holes.
Hence free carriers appearing at heating will be divided by that potential barrier and generate the voltage:
d



V D  E D dx  
0

kT b  1
p(d ) ,

 ln
q b 1
p ( 0)

where p(0) and p(d) - concentrations of the free carriers on the edges of the sample.
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Taking into account (7) it is possible expression (12) to write down as
VD  

V0  V * sin   d
kT b  1

 ln
q b  1 V0  V * [sin   x]
x 0

,

(13)

where d - length of the sample.
Thus in researched material can exists periodic distribution of the vacancies; its appearance depends on
temperature. Hence isotype potential barrier of n-n +-type exists or on the other hand there is an internal electric
field. In this case at appearance of the free carriers in the material, in particular at influence of thermal energy
created at the homogeneous heating their division by this barrier should be, i.e. it is possible appearance of
thermo-stimulated currents and voltages. To verify this idea we researched samples of n-type gallium arsenide
obtained by Chohralsky method doped by tellurium and similar samples doped tin.
3. Experimental Researches of Thermo-Stimulated Processes in Gallium Arsenide Doped by Tellurium
and Gallium Arsenide Doped by Tin
From the plate of gallium arsenide doped by tellurium with initial electron concentration n n  3  1018 cm-3 30
mm in diameter, 480 microns thick have been made samples 7 mm wide and 13 mm long. Simple ohmic contacts
of silver have been attached to these samples: on the one side - continuous contact and on the other - contact in
the form of a strip. The results of measuring the temperature-current dependence and temperature-voltage
dependence are presented in Figure 3а and 3b.

а)

b)

Figure 3. Temperature-current dependence (a) and temperature-voltage dependence (b) for n-type sample GaAs
<Te> with ohmic contacts
If in the researched material there is the periodic distribution of vacancies and creating by that isotype n-n +
potential barriers their existence should affect current-voltage characteristics. For the purpose of verify of this
idea we have measured current-voltage characteristics of the given structure with simple ohmic contacts. Results
of measuring current-voltage characteristics at different temperatures are shown in Figure 4. It is seen that at the
room temperature current-voltage characteristic is practically ohmic that corresponds to standard representations
about structure with ohmic contacts. However with temperature increase there are diversions which are increase
at temperature increase. The greatest diversions are observed at temperature 150 °С. Thus observed
current-voltage characteristics also testify to presence in researched material of any rectifying barrier by which
division of non-equilibrium carriers created by action of temperature takes place.
Further n-type samples gallium arsenide doped by tin obtained by Chohralsky method with initial electron
concentration nn  1.1  3.4  1017 cm-3 were researched. From the plate of gallium arsenide doped by tin 30 mm in
diameter samples 6 mm wide and 5 mm long have been made. Simple ohmic contacts of silver have been
attached to these samples: on the one side - continuous contact and on the other - contact in the form of a strip.
The results of measuring the temperature-current dependence and temperature-voltage dependence are presented
in Figures 5а and 5b. The estimate of the maximal quantity of the obtained voltage (13) at temperature 300 °С
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and relation vacancy concentrations V0 V *  1.5 gives 1.9 mV, that is in the good consent with the maximal
voltage of Figure 5b.

Figure 4. Current-voltage characteristics of ROhm-n-GaAs-<Te>-ROhm structure with simple ohmic contacts at
different temperatures

a)

b)

Figure 5. Temperature-current dependence (a) and temperature-voltage dependence (b) for n-type sample GaAs
<Sn> with ohmic contacts (schematic view of the sample is shown on the right in Figure 3b)

Figure 6. Current-voltage characteristics of ROhm-n-GaAs-<Sn>-ROhm structure with simple ohmic contacts
19
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Thus in the researched material can exist a periodic distribution of the vacancies which depends on temperature.
Hence isotype potential barriers of n-n +-type can exist. In this case at appearance in the material of free carriers
in particular because of thermal energy created at the homogeneous heating their division by this barrier should
be. It explains appearance of thermo-stimulated currents and voltages. Results of measuring current-voltage
characteristics are shown in Figure 6. Current-voltage characteristics both Figure 4 and Figure 6 testify
unequivocally to presence in the researched material of any rectifying potential barrier on which there is division
of the free carriers created by heating. It is clearly seen that nonlinearity of current-voltage characteristics
increase at increase of temperature.
Thus these researches show possibility of thermo-stimulated voltaic phenomena in the n-type gallium arsenide
doped by tellurium and n-type gallium arsenide doped by tin.
4. Conclusion
Thus possibility of development of processes of selforganization in semiconductors AIIIBV of n-type conductivity
grown up by Chohralsky method has been shown. In such semiconductors at the beginning there are no free
vacancies because of they are combined in defect impurity complexes of type vacancy + shallow donor. Under
influence of homogeneous heating these complexes break up and periodic distribution of vacancies along the
sample appears, i.e. internal isotype potential barriers appear. Division of created by heating non-equilibrium
carriers by these potential barriers is the cause of generation of synergetic current and (or) voltage. These
theoretical ideas are confirmed experimentally on sample with the simple ohmic contacts fabricated from of
n-GaAs <Te> and n-GaAs<Sn>. It is necessary to note that apparently the same phenomena can be also observed
in n-type gallium arsenide doped by 4 group’s impurities, and also in GaP. In particular in the last complexes of
type VGaS (vacancy of gallium + sulphur) are.
It would note that last years a number of papers in which possibility of development of thermovoltaic effects in
different materials because of appearance non-uniform distribution of impurities has been researched both
theoretically and experimentally. In particular it can be shown papers devoted researches in sulphide of
samarium (Kazanin, Kaminski, & Solov’ev, 2000; Kaminski, Golubkov, & Vasil’ev, 2002; Kaminski & Kazanin,
2009).
It is necessary to underline that in case of appearance of periodic dislocation of vacancies when they play role of
recombination centers theory of all excitation - photoexcitation, injection, temperature should be made again.
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